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Abstract

A Telops Hyper-Cam midwave infrared (1.5–5.5 $\mu m$) imaging Fourier-transform spectrometer (IFTS) was used to estimate industrial smokestack total effluent mass flow rates by combining spectrally-determined species concentrations with flow rates estimated via analysis of sequential images in the raw interferogram cube. Measurements of the coal-burning smokestack were made with the IFTS at a stand-off distance of 350 m. 185 hyperspectral datacubes were collected on a 128 ($W$) $\times$ 64 ($H$) pixel sub-window $(11.4 \times 11.4 cm^2$ per pixel) at a $0.5 cm^{-1}$ spectral resolution. Strong emissions from $H_2O$, $CO_2$, $CO$, $SO_2$, and $NO$ were observed in the spectrum. A previously established single-layer radiative transfer model was used to estimate gas concentrations immediately above stack exit, and results compared reasonably with in situ measurements. A simple temporal cross-correlation analysis of sequential imagery enabled an estimation of the flow velocity at center stack. The estimated volumetric flow rate of $106 \pm 23 m/s$ was within 4% of the reported value. Final effluent mass flow rates for $CO_2$ and $SO_2$ of $13.5 \pm 3.78 kg/s$ and $71.3 \pm 19.3 g/s$ were in good agreement with in situ rates of $11.6 \pm 0.07 kg/s$ and $67.8 \pm 0.52 g/s$. $NO$ was estimated at $16.1 \pm 4.19 g/s$, which did not compare well to the total $NO_x$ ($NO + NO_2$) reported value of $11.2 \pm 0.16 g/s$. Unmonitored $H_2O$, $HCl$, and $CO$ were also estimated at $7.76 \pm 2.25 kg/s$, $7.40 \pm 2.00 g/s$, and $15.0 \pm 4.05 g/s$ respectively.
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I. Introduction

The passive optical remote sensing of chemical plumes is a well established field, and Fourier-transform spectroscopic (FTS) techniques, specifically, have been thoroughly developed. However, with the advent of imaging Fourier-transform spectroscopy (IFTS), the traditional capabilities of FTS are greatly enhanced and some limitations are eliminated. Measuring species concentrations solely using FTS can be complicated due to the technique’s spatial limitations. These complications can be removed with an IFTS. With an interferogram captured at every pixel on a focal plane array (FPA) it is possible to reduce concerns of inhomogeneity caused by spatial averaging, and the broadened field of view (FOV) ensures the desired region of the plume is measured [9, 31]. The work done by Gross et al. showed the impact imagery can have on concentration estimation. In that work, using only the Telops Hyper-Cam (a highly capable IFTS), fractional column densities were estimated using a single-layer radiative transfer model. The success of that effort led to an understanding of the potential unlocked by leveraging the time-resolved direct current (DC) level imagery. The scope of this work is to extend the exploitation of the imagery and merge flow field analysis with the already successful concentration estimation technique to determine a final effluent mass flow rate. A method of tracking brightness features across pixels through a measured number of frames to determine a flow velocity is developed. With imagery providing an estimation of stack exit diameter,
the two are merged to provide a volumetric flow rate. The ability to remotely verify chemical plumes through optical methods is a mature field and fills an important role in the monitoring of industrial facilities. These methods can be used by oversight agencies to verify reported emissions, and with the increasing portability of the technology this technique could eventually be applied to examine plumes of interest to the Department of Defense.

Research approach

As described above, the ultimate goal of this work is to estimate mass flow rates of individual pollutant species emanating from an industrial smokestack. This task requires both concentration values and a volumetric flow rate. With the method for concentration estimation well in hand the primary focus becomes that of flow field analysis. An important subset of the goal is to accomplish this feat using only the data captured by the Telops Hyper-Cam during a single, short deployment. The volumetric flow rate is primarily dependent on an estimation of the upward flow velocity of the plume, as the ability to estimate plume cross-section from imagery has already been proven. Prior to deployment for smokestack data acquisition, the Telops was used to examine a thermal plume generated by a heated laboratory blower. The results of the velocity estimation using the brightness feature tracking method were in excellent agreement with the measured values, and a computational method needed to be developed to examine the large-scale smokestack data. The method developed is relatively unsophisticated and is no doubt influenced by the complications inherent in observing a turbulent plume in a crosswind. A more sophisticated model is possible and recommended for future work, however this work is intended as a proof-of-concept and a way forward using the technique.
Chapter II of this document presents a review of research critical to this work. Various remote sensing techniques are examined, with an emphasis on passive remote sensing, and several applicable flow estimation techniques are discussed. An investigation of some research in the fields of fluid dynamics and turbulent plumes is also presented, which was vital to flow analysis and influenced the region selected for accurate velocity estimation. Chapter III presents an article on the subject of remote quantification of smokestack total effluent mass flow rates using IFTS. The paper has been accepted for oral presentation at the Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and Explosives (CBRNE) Sensing XII conference. While there is some content overlap with the first two chapters of this thesis, the paper is presented in its entirety and contains the experimental description, underlying theory, final estimation results, and conclusions that are the core of this work. Appendix A is an expanded discussion of the velocity estimation work. The theory and results presented in Chapter III are concise, and additional discussion of some of the underlying plume behavior and velocities seemed warranted. The Reynolds number and Morton length equations and calculations are given in Appendix B. Lastly, Appendix C contains MATLAB code developed specifically for the brightness feature tracking method and plume flow analysis. Each primary section of code is introduced with an overarching description of its purpose, and line specific comments are included where applicable.
II. Literature Review

Both active and passive remote sensing techniques have been successfully applied toward the estimation of chemical concentrations in plumes. Both active and passive methods were reviewed below, with an emphasis on passive techniques due to the nature of the Telops Hyper-Cam. Specifically, Fourier-transform spectroscopy and the efforts taken by Gross et al. in the previous Telops effluent concentration estimation work were the primary focus of the remote sensing review. A multitude of flow velocity estimation techniques are available. Plume behavior has been remotely analyzed and flow velocity has been successfully characterized through several proven methods such as particle imaging velocimetry (PIV), wind videography, maximum cross-correlation (MCC), and optical flow [32, 10, 21, 3, 17]. The basic tenets of spatial and temporal analysis woven into these various methods led to the model for velocity estimation developed in Chapter III. The complicated nature of thermal plumes and turbulence are important to consider in the selection of an appropriate optical flow estimation technique, and the region of the plume chosen for analysis was a direct result of the research in this area. Therefore, the chapter closes with a review of several key documents used for flow and turbulence understanding in this work.

Remote sensing techniques

Active remote sensing concentration estimation techniques such as lidar have been successfully employed to accurately estimate plume concentrations. Weibring et al. remotely applied a differential absorption lidar technique and achieved an accuracy to within ten percent of known values. The mobile lidar system was truck mounted and positioned at several locations during data capture [32]. By interrogating species using a laser tuned to a narrow band these active methods are typically limited to estimating
a small number of species at any one time, but due to the energy provided by the laser, concentrations which would be otherwise too small to detect can be identified. These systems are generally not confined to a single piece of detection equipment and can be more costly in terms of both time and money [9, 32]. In addition to active remote sensing, chemical plume temperatures and species concentrations have long been classified via passive sensing. Wormhoudt describes experiments as early as 1967 which used only a rapid scanning Michelson interferometer to measure an emission spectrum, and the presence of SO$_2$ was readily detected. In the following years, as instrument resolution and capability increased, additional emission bands were detected, and CO$_2$, CO, SO$_2$ and NO were readily seen in the spectra [31]. Due to its measurement across a wide spectrum, multiple species can be detected using only the FTS, and when coupled with temperature can produce concentration estimations [9]. As mentioned in Chapter I, FTS does have limitations in regard to FOV. By introducing a FPA with interferograms at each pixel, IFTS significantly reduces those limitations and makes accurate concentration estimation using a single instrument possible. In 2008, Gross \textit{et al.} successfully estimated effluent concentrations and temperature of an industrial smokestack plume using the Telops Hyper-Cam and a simple single-layer radiative transfer model. This single-layer model assumption was checked by examination of the variation in column density and temperature with location throughout the plume, a check made possible through the spatial resolution provided by the individual interferograms found at each pixel on the FPA. Estimated CO$_2$ and SO$_2$ volume fractions of 8.6±0.4\% and 380±23 ppm$_v$, respectively, compared favorably with \textit{in situ} measurements of 9.40±0.03\% and 383±2 ppm$_v$ [9]. The work done in this thesis relies heavily on the methods and background introduced in the work by Gross \textit{et al.}. The method for concentration estimation was proven feasible and is used to estimate concentrations in the current dataset.
**Flow estimation techniques**

Flow estimation techniques range from the basic idea of manual object or feature tracking over time steps to the more automated and computational methods. Most rely primarily on high spatial resolution and do not have an extremely refined temporal resolution. PIV and videography have both been used to successfully classify plume flows by spatially tracking unique features or objects through successive images. PIV relies on a seeding of the flow and spatially tracks seed particle movement, and videography measures the displacement of plume structure between camera snapshots [21, 10, 32]. Optical flow methods have been applied to two-dimensional velocity estimation in areas such as sea surface and cloud motion, but this approach is founded on the assumption that the brightness of a feature being tracked will be constant from starting point to ending point [27, 3]. In this work, the turbulent nature of the plume upon stack exit causes a great deal of mixing and temperature fluctuations, which prevents the constant brightness assumption from being satisfied. The MCC technique has been used to detect translational motion in two-dimensional time-sequential satellite images. As with many of the velocity analysis methods, MCC typically leverages well resolved spatial imagery and is not dependent on high temporal resolution [17, 16]. The method of cross-correlation has been extended to this work; however, it is not a spatial correlation between temporally sequential images, but a temporal correlation between spatially sequential pixels in the flow. The temporal axis of the Telops data is extremely resolved due to the \( kHz \) framerate, while the spatial resolution is only moderate, therefore it is more beneficial to leverage a method which takes advantage of the temporal strengths within the data. In their treatment of obtaining fluid flow rates through black smoker vents using Optical Plume Velocimetry (OPV), Crone et al. evaluate three different methods for estimating the image-velocity field. They found the temporal cross-correlation method produced excellent image-velocity
results and was the most computationally efficient technique. It should be noted they did not recommend this technique for the region of transitional flow, but the camera used in the work was only at 33 Hz, which may have impacted capability [13]. In their examination of the Gulf of Mexico oil leak, Crone and Tolstoy use the same OPV method to estimate the flow rate of the oil out of the Deepwater Horizon well. Analysis was focused on flow near the nozzle to allow differences between image velocity and average flow rate at the nozzle to be accounted for with a “shear layer” correction factor. It was then possible to use the median image velocity to determine flow rate. This study used video with a 30 Hz framerate and a 3.85 pixels/cm spatial resolution [14]. The methods employed by Crone et al. lend themselves well to the Telops data, and the flow estimation technique used in this work is very similar.

**Thermal plume flow and turbulence**

The nature of the smokestack studied in this work can be more understood through calculation of the Reynolds number and the Morton length. According to Blackadar, the Reynolds number is fundamental to the determination of turbulence and is related to the dimensions of the pipe, the flow velocity, and viscosity of the fluid. A flow is typically considered turbulent with a Reynolds number on the order of 1000 or greater. The Reynolds number corresponding to this plume is on the order of $10^6$, clearly indicating a turbulent flow [7]. Crone et al. describe the Morton length as a relationship between the momentum and buoyancy fluxes which characterizes the regions of jet-like and plume-like flow. When the flow is within one Morton length of stack exit it is considered jet-like and it is considered plume-like at approximately five times the Morton length. Between those two distances the flow is considered transitional [13, 25]. The Morton length for this plume is approximately $2.6 \text{m (23 pixels)}$, so a small initial region of the analyzed flow field is considered jet-like, while the
remaining plume within the FPA window is in the transitional region. The stack is also influenced by a crosswind at exit, which further impacts turbulence and velocity. Andreopoulos and Rodi investigated jets in a crossflow at several jet-to-crossflow velocity ratios. While the experimental conditions were not the same as those found in this work, due to the careful description of crossflow effects the results are still worthy of consideration. Andreopoulos and Rodi reported on a temperature controlled jet issuing from a circular wall outlet into a cross-stream flowing parallel to the wall. Remaining on central axis above exit, velocity tended to drop as distance from the source increased. While upward velocity would be expected to decay even without a crosswind, these results showed an obvious vertical velocity drop as the motion was completely translated from vertical to horizontal and eventually stabilized to the mean horizontal velocity of the crossflow. In addition, the crossflow in some cases acted like a partial cover over the exit, this caused the jet to bend and initially accelerate on the leeward side while displaying some downwash on the windward side [4]. In his study of the flow structure of the free round turbulent jet in the initial region, Boguslawski presented radial and axial distributions of mean velocities. This turbulent jet was measured in still air and also demonstrated a decay in velocity both with distance from source (as expected and in agreement with the results discussed above) and radially off center axis [8].
III. Remote Quantification of Smokestack Total Effluent Mass Flow Rates Using Imaging Fourier Transform Spectroscopy

Abstract

A Telops Hyper-Cam midwave infrared (1.5 – 5.5 µm) imaging Fourier-transform spectrometer (IFTS) was used to estimate industrial smokestack total effluent mass flow rates by combining spectrally-determined species concentrations with flow rates estimated via analysis of sequential images in the raw interferogram cube. Measurements of the coal-burning smokestack were made with the IFTS at a stand-off distance of 350 m. 185 hyperspectral datacubes were collected on a 128 (W) x 64 (H) pixel sub-window (11.4 x 11.4 cm² per pixel) at a 0.5 cm⁻¹ spectral resolution. Strong emissions from H₂O, CO₂, CO, SO₂, and NO were observed in the spectrum. A previously established single-layer radiative transfer model was used to estimate gas concentrations immediately above stack exit, and results compared reasonably with in situ measurements. A simple temporal cross-correlation analysis of sequential imagery enabled an estimation of the flow velocity at center stack. The estimated volumetric flow rate of 106 ± 23 m/s was within 4% of the reported value. Final effluent mass flow rates for CO₂ and SO₂ of 13.5 ± 3.78 kg/s and 71.3 ± 19.3 kg/s were in good agreement with in situ rates of 11.6 ± 0.07 kg/s and 67.8 ± 0.52 kg/s. NO was estimated at 16.1 ± 4.19 kg/s, which did not compare well to the total NOₓ (NO + NO₂) reported value of 11.2 ± 0.16 kg/s. Unmonitored H₂O, HCl, and CO were also estimated at 7.76 ± 2.25 kg/s, 7.40 ± 2.00 kg/s, and 15.0 ± 4.05 kg/s respectively.
Introduction

The ability to remotely monitor chemical plumes through optical methods is a mature field and fills an important role in the monitoring of industrial facilities. These methods can be used by oversight agencies to verify reported emissions. Estimating temperature and species concentrations through both passive and active remote sensing has long been an option, but quantification of the species is not truly the desired end measurement. An estimation of the total effluent mass flow rates is the ultimate goal. The ability to remotely detect those rates with no a priori data using a single measurement tool would be a technical leap from the roots of temperature and species quantification. The imaging capability of the Telops Hyper-Cam IFTS has already been shown to sufficiently bolster the traditional capability of FTS for remote measurement. Temperature and species concentrations of an industrial smokestack plume have been successfully estimated using only the IFTS, proving the combination of both the spatial and spectral capabilities of the tool to be extremely powerful \[9\].

By leveraging the IR imagery provided by the camera, the door was opened to a host of other possibilities. The same imagery which bolstered the ability to determine concentrations could also be used to gain information about the flow field. Using the Telops Hyper-Cam to determine both pollutant concentrations and a volumetric plume flow rate would allow calculation of the total effluent mass flow rate. The scope of this work is to estimate the mass flow rate of an industrial plume using only the data collected in a single deployment of the Telops Hyper-Cam. This effort focuses on demonstrating a method of measuring volumetric flow while using the previously published concentration estimation model. The ability to remotely verify annual pollution emission rates using a single, easily deployed sensor is highly desirable and is now shown to be possible with an IFTS.

Smokestack effluents have long been identified through various active and passive
means. Active remote sensing concentration estimation techniques such as lidar have been successfully employed to accurately estimate plume concentrations. By interrogating species using a laser tuned to a narrow band these methods are typically limited to estimating a small number of species at any one time. But, due to the energy provided by the laser, concentrations which would be otherwise too small to detect can be identified. These systems are generally not confined to a single piece of detection equipment and can be more costly in terms of both time and money [9, 32].

In addition to active remote sensing, chemical plume temperatures and species concentrations have long been classified via passive sensing. Due to its measurement across a wide spectrum, multiple species can be detected using only the FTS. However, measuring species concentrations solely using FTS can be complicated due to the technique’s spatial limitations. These complications are reduced with an IFTS. With an interferogram captured at every pixel on the FPA it is possible to reduce concerns of inhomogeneity caused by spatial averaging, and the broadened FOV ensures the desired region of the plume is measured [9, 31]. The Telops Hyper-Cam IFTS is based on a traditional Michelson interferometer and features a 320 × 256, 16-bit (0 − 65,535 counts) InSb FPA, and each pixel has a 0.326 mrad angular FOV. Modulated intensity images corresponding to successive optical pathlength differences (OPD) are collected on the FPA forming an interferogram cube (i.e., an interferogram at each pixel). In 2008, Gross et al. successfully estimated effluent concentrations and temperature of an industrial smokestack plume using the Telops Hyper-Cam and a simple single-layer radiative transfer model. This single-layer model assumption was checked by examination of the variation in column density and temperature with location throughout the plume, a check made possible through the spatial advantages provided by the individual interferograms found at each pixel on the FPA. The narrow FOV at any given pixel minimized the effects of any spatial averaging, while the
broad FOV of the entire array provided a complete image of the plume, stack and background. In addition, because it was possible to simultaneously grab both plume and background radiation, only a single data capture session was required. The final spectrally derived concentration estimations of CO$_2$ and SO$_2$ agreed to within 9% and 1% respectively with reported values [9]. Due to the experimental overlap, this same simple radiative transfer model from the 2008 Gross experiment is applied to the data captured in this work.

With a proven method for determining effluent concentrations using the data from a Telops Hyper-Cam, the scope of this work is turned to demonstrating a method of volumetric flow estimation from the same data. Flow estimation techniques range from the basic idea of manual object or feature tracking over time steps to the more automated and computational methods. Most rely primarily on high spatial resolution and do not have an extremely refined temporal resolution. Regardless of the method applied in determining the flow field velocity, two specific pieces of information are required to make the determination: the displacement of an object or image and a reliably time-stamped record of that displacement. An IFTS can fulfill both of those requirements. Imagery of the plume’s structure captured on the FPA can track the displacement, while the individual images are modulated along set frames providing a known time interval. PIV and videography have been used to successfully classify plume flows in the past [21, 10, 32], and two-dimensional flow fields such as clouds and sea surfaces have been well classified by MCC and optical flow techniques [17, 3]. Optical flow is typically dependent on pixel brightness fluctuations and not on feature locations, and the spatial and time derivatives of image objects are used to establish velocity estimates in both dimensions of the image [3]. The MCC technique has been used to detect translational motion in two-dimensional time-sequential satellite images. This method relies on the cross-correlation between
subsequent images. It tracks features based on the position of the maximum cross-correlation coefficient from subareas of one image to the corresponding neighboring subareas within a designated search window [17, 16]. The idea of cross-correlation to determine velocity certainly influenced this work [32, 16, 17], but in contrast to the spatial correlation techniques described above, the technique presented in this work concentrates on temporal correlation along the image frame axis between spatially sequential pixels. In their development of an OPV technique for examination of seafloor black smokers, Crone et al. found a temporal cross-correlation method produced excellent image-velocity results and was the most computationally efficient technique [13, 14].

Estimating a three-dimensional flow from two-dimensional imagery has its complications, and the method proposed below is intended to provide a solution which demonstrates a capability while not becoming too computationally costly. Research regarding flow fields and turbulence has been conducted, and aspects of that research have been applied to this work where applicable and possible. The field of jet and plume characterization is most mature when examining the developed region of the flow and some understanding of velocity and turbulence exists [23, 22, 18, 19, 5]. In attempting to combine flow estimations with effluent concentrations to determine a mass flow rate, this work forces inspection of the plume near stack exit. This area presents some unique problems when attempting to estimate a flow velocity using a temporal cross-correlation method which is dependent on brightness fluctuations. As described in the theory section below, certain assumptions and simplifications are made about regions of the flow in this research in order to support the development of a manageable method and to demonstrate the viability of IFTS as a flow rate characterization option.
Experimental

Instrument description.

As described above, the Telops Hyper-Cam is based on a traditional Michelson interferometer with an InSb FPA, and each pixel’s angular FOV which translates to a known spatial distance at the target. Interferograms are captured at each pixel, and a broadband image is captured at each OPD. A complete datacube can be thought of as a single spectral 2D image of the plume generated by the Fourier-transform of the individual interferograms at each pixel, or it can be considered a highly resolved temporal collection of 2D IR images which have been captured at subsequent OPD looking through a Michelson interferometer. The action of the Michelson produces high-frequency modulation coupled with the DC component which can be decoupled to reveal information about the turbulent flow. The full $320 \times 256$ pixel set of the array can be windowed to enable faster acquisition rates, although this is done at the expense of reduced spatial resolution. The spectral range covers 1800–6667 cm$^{-1}$ ($1.5–5.5 \mu m$), and the spectral resolution can be selected anywhere within the 0.25–150 cm$^{-1}$ range [9, 11, 15]. The Telops is mounted to a Quickset Gimbal mount with pan and tilt upon a Gibraltar rugged, field deployable tripod to ensure image stability during data capture.

Remote measurements.

The Telops Hyper-Cam was situated approximately 350 m line of sight (LOS) from the top of an industrial smokestack near Dayton, Ohio on an evening in late August; the distance from camera to stack was measured using a Newcon Optik LRB 3000 Pro laser range finder. A schematic detailing the experimental set-up is provided in Figure 1. The coal-burning stack was running at maximum capacity for the duration of the intermittent 45 minute data capture, which began at approximately 0030 hrs
Figure 1. Rendering of experimental setup. The Telops camera was approximately 2 meters off the ground on a Gimbal mount upon a stable tripod. The top of the stack was located 350 meters away from the face of the camera; the camera was pointed at the stack, windowed to a $128(W) \times 64(H)$ array and locked in place. The average wind speed at stack exit was approximately $6.0 \text{ m/s}$ from the south throughout the collection period.

GMT. A Kestrel 4500 NV Weather Meter was used to capture ambient temperature, pressure, and humidity at the camera, and the sky was uniformly cloudy for the entirety of the data capture window. Average wind speed was from the south and determined by a nearby ($\sim 6 \text{ km}$) suburban airport weather station to be roughly $3.6 \text{ m/s}$ at $10 \text{ m}$, which translates to approximately $6 \text{ m/s}$ at the 76 m stack exit altitude [1, 6]. At the start of initial data capture a local temperature of $26.2^{\circ}C$, pressure of $990.5 \text{ hPa}$, and humidity of $63.4\%$ were found. At the start of the second capture at 0048 hrs GMT, the local temperature was $25.3^{\circ}C$, the pressure was $991.0 \text{ hPa}$, and the humidity was $67.6\%$. Two separate capture sessions were required due to problems with some of the acquired datacubes during the initial session. The camera was reset when the problem was noticed, and capture immediately resumed. The coordinates of the Hyper-Cam’s capture location were found using two GPS enabled phones, and the location of the smokestack was confirmed using Google Earth imagery.

Radiometric calibration to radiance units [$W/(cm^2 \times sr \times cm^{-1})$] was accomplished
using two on-board blackbodies set at 45°C and 30°C; calibration occurred prior to measurements. More than 200+ datacubes were recorded, however only 185 were usable due to an intermittent problem with the data acquisition system.

The camera was windowed to $64 \times 128$ pixels just above the stack, which ensured focus on stack exit velocity while still granting access to background data to the right of plume. In addition, the reduced pixel count granted an increase in image capture rate. An integration time of $90 \mu s$ and spectral resolution of $0.5 \, cm^{-1}$ were used in acquisition, providing an estimated camera framerate of $5 \, kHz$. This framerate was considered ideal to support the pixel to pixel velocity analysis at stack exit.

**In situ measurements.**

The facility monitored is a 360 MW coal burning facility built in the late 1940s and is currently operated only under peak power demand. Continuous emissions monitoring is performed, and statistics over the entire data capture timeline were provided. $SO_2$, $NO_x$ ($NO + NO_2$), and $CO_2$ emissions are continuously monitored by three gas monitors. Each is calibrated daily and operates with a precision better than 1%. A wideband LED ($400 - 700 \, nm$) measures the fraction of attenuated light to quantify plume opacity due to particulate material. A gas flow monitor is located approximately 24 $m$ below stack exit to track flue gas flow rate and temperature. As a result, estimated temperature at stack exit may be slightly lower than this reported value, but estimated flow rate is expected to be similar. The stack has a measured exit diameter of 4.24 $m$ and corresponding cross-sectional area of 14.1 $m^2$ [9]. The inner stack is not tapered, and the same cross-sectional area is found at the monitor point.
Figure 2. A depiction of the basic behavior of the plume under observation. Video analysis suggests slower moving regions on the windward side of the plume, faster moving regions on the leeward side, and a definite bending almost immediately upon stack exit.

Theory

Plume phenomenology.

Figure 2 is an illustration of the basic flow behavior of the plume being observed. Video analysis of several datacubes shows a definite influence of the wind. The windward side appears to contain regions of stagnation where turbulent puffs tend to hang suspended and are not influenced by the upward flow. The upward flow on the leeward side appears enhanced by the crosswind and bending. In addition, the complication of analyzing a 3D plume with 2D imagery is evident as the leeward side also appears to contain plume particulates which have been swept from the windward side. The behavior seen in the video seems consistent with previous investigation of jets in a crossflow at several jet-to-crossflow velocity ratios. Andreopoulos and Rodi
reported on a temperature controlled jet issuing from a circular wall outlet into a cross-stream flowing parallel to the wall. The crossflow in some cases acted like a partial cover over the exit, this caused the jet to bend and initially accelerate on the leeward side while displaying some downwash on the windward side [4]. The nature of the plume studied in this work can be more understood through calculation of the Reynolds number and the Morton length. A flow is typically considered turbulent when the Reynolds number on the order of 1000. The Reynolds number corresponding to this plume is on the order of $10^6$, clearly indicating a turbulent flow [7]. When the flow is within one Morton length of stack exit it is considered jet-like and it is considered plume-like at approximately five times the Morton length. Between those two distances the flow is considered transitional [13, 25]. The Morton length for this plume is approximately $2.6 \ m$ (23 pixels), so a small initial region of the analyzed flow field is considered jet-like, while the remaining plume within the FPA window is in the transitional region. Based on these fluid parameters, at stack exit this is treated as a turbulent buoyant jet as depicted in Figure 2 [4, 7, 13, 25].

**Mass flow rates.**

The total effluent mass flow rate can be determined by combining flow field and effluent concentration information:

$$M = \xi \times Q,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $M$ [g/sec] is the desired mass flow rate, $\xi$ [g/m³] is the pollutant concentration, and $Q$ [m³/sec] is the volumetric flow rate [28]. The pollutant concentration is estimated using the simple radiative transfer model as developed by Gross et al., and the flow rate is determined by combining flow velocity and smokestack cross-sectional area:
\[ Q = V \times A, \]  

where \( V \ [m/sec] \) is the velocity at the stack exit, and \( A \ [m^2] \) is the area. The plume cross-section is assumed equal to the area of the smokestack at the exit, which is known \textit{a priori} in this case but also easily estimated from the IR imagery. The velocity is calculated separately through flow field fluctuation analysis. It is the calculation of both the effluent concentrations and plume flow velocity which require unique models and methods for determination; the remaining parameters of the total effluent mass flow rate are all simple calculations from available data.

**Concentration estimation.**

As explained above, the simple radiative transfer model for estimating effluent concentrations using the Telops Hyper-Cam developed by Gross \textit{et al.} is used in this work. This model represents the radiance of a given pixel as

\[ L (\tilde{\nu}) = \int \tau (\tilde{\nu}') \varepsilon (\tilde{\nu}') B (\tilde{\nu}', T) ILS (\tilde{\nu} - \tilde{\nu}') d\tilde{\nu}', \]  

where \( \tau \) denotes the atmospheric transmittance profile along the LOS to the plume, \( \varepsilon \) represents the spectral emissivity of the plume, \( B \) is Planck’s distribution for black-body radiation at temperature \( T \), and ILS is the instruments line shape function. This simple model assumes the plume is in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and ignores scattering, background radiation, and atmospheric self-emission. The spectral emissivity is expressed as

\[ \varepsilon (\tilde{\nu}) = 1 - exp \left( - \sum_i q_i N \sigma_i (\tilde{\nu}, T) \right) \tau_p. \]  

Here, \( q_i \) represents the product of the volume fraction \( \xi_i \) and the pathlength.
through the plume $l$ and the quantity $q_i = \xi_i l$ is known as the “fractional column density” [9]. $N$ is the total gas density \([\text{molec} \cdot \text{cm}^{-3}]\) and related to the plume pressure $P$ (assumed equal to the atmospheric pressure) and temperature $T$ via the ideal gas law. $\sigma_i$ is the absorption cross-sections of a species as computed by the line-by-line radiative transfer model (LBLRTM) using spectral line parameters from the 2004 (HI-TRAN) database. The cross-sections were computed every 1 $K$ between 300 – 425 $K$ on the highly sampled ($\delta \tilde{\nu} = 0.0005 \text{cm}^{-1}$) spectral interval: 1750 $\leq \tilde{\nu} \leq 3150 \text{cm}^{-1}$.

Factored into the absorption cross-section is the Boltzman distribution which determines the relative population associated with each internal energy level. The total transmittance due to all gas phase plume constituents is represented by the exponential term, and the final term $\tau_p$ is the transmittance of the particulate. Since the plume geometry can be inferred from the imagery, the pathlength $l$ will be factored out of $q_i$ so that species concentrations $\xi_i$ can be determined and used in Equation 1 to calculate the total mass flow rate [9].

**Velocity estimation.**

The temporal information provided by the camera framerate and the spatial data provided by the known pixel FOV supply the information required to estimate plume velocity [32, 21, 10]. They can be combined to calculate a flow velocity as,

$$V = (P \times D) \times \left( \frac{F_r}{\text{OPD}} \right),$$

where $P [\text{number}]$ is the number of pixels traveled by a particular feature, $D [\text{m/pixel}]$ is the known distance per pixel. Framerate and OPD are equivalent in the case of the Hyper-Cam. A single datacube is created through a complete scan (forward and back to initial point) of the Michelson mirror, and at each OPD an image of the plume is recorded. The total number of OPD in the scan is essentially the number of
frames recorded for that cube. The average framerate is then equal to the length of time required for a complete scan divided by the total number of frames (or OPD) recorded. In Equation 5, $Fr \ [OPD/sec]$ is the average framerate of the camera, and $OPD \ [number]$ is the number of frames a feature shifts along the OPD axis of the datacube as it travel between pixels.

Changes in the flow field yield fluctuations in scene radiance, these fluctuation features can in principle be tracked between neighboring pixels. However, the action of the Michelson interferometer systematically modulates the intensity on the FPA as a function of OPD. Fortunately, the intensity fluctuations due to the Michelson occur at a much higher frequency than that of the turbulence in the plume due to the speed at which the mirror moves. As a result, a temporal low-pass filter (LPF) can be applied to the data to recover the broadband IR imagery. As seen in Figure 3a, the higher frequency responses of the detector to the effluent spectrum has been removed by applying a LPF to the interferogram. The InSb FPA has a spectral response which starts near $1750 \ cm^{-1}$, as shown in Figure 3b. By applying the LPF at $80 \ cm^{-1}$ the noise of the higher spectral response is removed, and the slower fluctuations due to
Figure 4. **Top:** Scaled intensity plot versus OPD of two adjacent pixels in the plume flow field. **Bottom Left:** Image of plume and location of plotted pixels. **Bottom Right:** Expanded view of the boxed region of interest from complete intensity plot above. Most features from pixel 1 are duplicated in pixel 2 but shifted along the OPD axis.

The upper plot of Figure 4 illustrates the similarities between the two pixels over all OPD as the plume flows over time. It is the applied LPF which allows the brightness fluctuations due to the plume to be seen. To more readily compute the correlation between neighboring pixels, the data is first scaled by subtracting the mean of each vector and dividing by the standard deviation. Without this adjustment, the small OPD shift as compared to the unscaled intensity data goes otherwise undetected.

The spike at approximately $180 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ ($60 \text{ Hz}$) on the spectral plot is an artifact of the camera’s cryo-cooler; the LPF has been set at $80 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ ($27 \text{ Hz}$) in order to avoid this feature while retaining as much plume fluctuation behavior as possible. Filtered interferogram plots of the type seen at the bottom of Figure 3a are used for comparison between neighboring pixels. The rise and fall of the scene radiance represented along the OPD (temporal) axis form the patterns which can be tracked and correlated. Figure 4 demonstrates the idea behind this method with a comparison between two subsequent filtered pixels in the plume’s central flow region.
[10, 21, 32]. When a region of interest is expanded and examined more closely, a shift along the OPD axis is evident. The second pixel, further along the flow, repeats the brightness patterns found in the first pixel, but with a delay along the OPD (temporal) axis as the flow moves spatially from one pixel to the next. This shift is equivalent to finding an object at a different location in a film several frames later. A temporal cross-correlation between two vectors along their entire OPD axes can reveal the shift which most closely aligns the two while maximizing the correlation coefficient. Prior to deployment for smokestack data acquisition, the Telops was used to examine a thermal plume generated by a heated laboratory blower. This afforded a velocity estimate of 783 ± 5 cm/s which compared favorably with the 800.0 ± 24.0 cm/s measured by an anemometer. While this was a controlled environment and certainly not a duplication of field conditions, the excellent agreement between estimated and known values demonstrated the validity of the method to estimate flow rates. In addition, the brightness feature method was fairly straightforward and not computationally intensive, making it a good compliment to the radiative transfer model developed in the effluent concentration work. The laboratory data plots were visually examined for OPD shifts between the more prominent features throughout neighboring pixels. This was suitable for a simple verification of the method with a smaller dataset, but a computational method was required and developed for the large-scale dataset gathered from the smokestack study as described below.

Figure 5 is a typical plot of the correlation between two neighboring pixels treated as a function of the normalized cross-correlation between any two random, jointly stationary, discrete processes defined by:

\[
C_{p_1, p_2}(l) = \begin{cases} 
N-l-1 \sum_{z=1}^{N-l-1} \frac{p_1(z+l) p_2(z)}{|p_1||p_2|} & l \geq 0 \\
C_{p_1, p_2}(-l) & l < 0
\end{cases}, \quad (6)
\]
where $p_1$ and $p_2$ are the spatially separated pixels on the FPA, $z$ is the OPD or temporal axis at each pixel, $l$ is the lag value, and $N$ corresponds to the total number of frames, or OPD, along the $z$ axis. The function sequentially sums the dot product between the two pixels while taking lag steps along the temporal axis and returns a $C(l)$ vector of size $2N - 1$. It is normalized to return a value of one at zero lag when correlating identical vectors [26, 24]. The Y axis in Figure 5 corresponds to the degree of correlation at the separate lag values displayed on the X axis. The location on the X axis corresponding to the maximum correlation value indicates the OPD lag between the two vectors, and it is this value which is converted to the temporal component used in velocity calculation. This process is used specifically to determine only the shift which gives arise to the maximum correlation, but the additional smaller maxima on the plot may reveal additional information about the flow behavior. For instance, the Strouhal number is a dimensionless value which may
be determined through analysis of the underlying frequencies found in Figure 5 and can prove useful in classifying turbulent length scales. It is defined as $St = \frac{f \times D}{V}$, where $D$ is the exit diameter, $V$ is the fluid velocity, and $f$ is a frequency associated with the oscillatory fluid behavior. Estimating the distance between sub-maxima in Figure 5 at approximately 10,000 $OPD$ or 2 sec translates to a frequency of $\sim 0.5$ Hz. This frequency, with the $in situ$ values of $V$ and $D$, produces a Strouhal number of approximately 0.29. This is on the order of a value expected for a plume with such a high Reynolds number and reasonable enough to assume additional flow field information may be extracted using this type of temporal data [20, 29]. The focus of this work is to determine volumetric flow, but the possibilities of turbulent flow field analysis through the estimation of some of the more defining length and time scales using IFTS is an attractive option for future studies.

When combined with the camera’s framerate, this frame (or OPD) shift leads to the temporal aspect of velocity. The pixel number $P$, from Equation 5, is determined by examining the difference between pixels selected for correlation; a pixel compared with the subsequent pixel in the row above would result in a $P$ value of 1. The pixel number, combined with the known translated pixel size, gives the spatial relationship. This, along with the temporal information gained from the OPD shift, leads to an estimate of the plume flow velocity.

Due to the complications introduced by the flow and turbulence of a thermal plume, the region in which to estimate flow velocity is not easily determined. It is known the radial velocity profile of a plume generally drops off when drifting from center axis [5, 23, 4]. The analyzed images in this work are a 2D representation of what is in reality a 3D flow, therefore the intensity being analyzed at any one pixel represents an integration along a LOS through the plume and the velocity profile in that third dimension. The impact of this effect on the velocity estimation is
unknown, but it is hoped a mean flow velocity can be found by averaging over a large number of individual datacubes. In addition, wind effects of the type depicted in Figure 2 appear to have a strong influence on flow behavior. The exact effect of the crosswind on the upward flow velocity is not known, but it is assumed that the region near center is most shielded. In order to best estimate the plume’s inner stack velocity without incorporating a computationally intensive turbulence model which could possible account for crosswind and velocity gradients, the center of the plume alone was analyzed. The specific pixels from the center column to use in estimation were established during analysis and are described and justified in the velocity results section below. While this approach is not being asserted as ideal, it is expected to be a reasonable enough tactic to demonstrate the potential of IFTS in the flow field analysis regime.

Results

Concentrations.

The 185 interferogram cubes were first time-averaged to improve the (SNR). Figure 6 is a time-averaged spectrum from a pixel at row 17, column 32 above the stack exit. This pixel has been selected due to its location in the initial region used for flow field analysis as described in the velocity results below. As with the 2008 data, strong emissions from $H_2O$, $CO_2$, $CO$, $SO_2$, and $NO$ are evident. The top panel is the complete spectrum at that pixel after background subtraction. The background spectrum was taken from an average of columns 80:120 in row 17, well outside any influence from the plume. The bottom panel is a plot of the transmittance profile over the 300 m path from plume to camera. As expected, the absorption features are largely due to $H_2O$ and $CO_2$ [9]. With effluent identification in agreement with the initial Telops study, the model was fit to the new dataset. For each pixel in row 15
Figure 6. **Top Panel:** Time-averaged spectrum from pixel \((R, C = 17, 32)\). The regions in which \(H_2O, CO_2, CO, SO_2,\) or \(NO\) were identified are annotated. **Bottom Panel:** The atmospheric transmittance profile for the 300 m LOS from instrument to tip of stack.

above the stack, column densities, particulate transmittance and temperature were estimated by fitting Equation 3 using a Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear minimizer. While the final results with this dataset are in reasonable agreement with in situ measurements, uncertainty values are much higher than expected.

Figure 7 contains the fit results from pixel \((R, C = 15, 32)\) above the stack. As can be seen in the figure there still appears to be structure in several areas of the residuals, but it is an improvement over initial fit attempts. It is difficult to determine the exact cause of the additional systematic error, but the setup and environmental conditions may have had more effect on the results than originally expected. As described in the experimental section, the Telops Hyper-Cam was stationed 350 m from stack exit, the background was uniformly cloudy throughout data capture with a 3.6 m/s wind
Figure 7. Spectral fit and residuals for central pixel (R,C = 15,32). A more complete model was applied to the dataset to improve concentration accuracy and fit residuals. While concentration values improved, a great deal of structure can still be seen in the residuals.

(at 10 m) nearly perpendicular to the LOS, and the camera’s spectral resolution was set to 0.5 cm⁻¹. Conversely, in the 2008 data capture the camera was 595 m from the stack with a uniformly clear sky and only a 0.9 m/s wind, and the spectral resolution was set to 0.25 cm⁻¹. The lower spectral resolution may have had some effect on the residuals, but column density results seem to indicate the wind conditions may have been very disruptive and influential on systematic error.

The top of Figure 8 is a plot of the peak normalized SO₂ column density across Row 15 above stack exit. Imagery analysis has given an approximate stack exit spanning columns 14 to 50, and this plot represents the pixels in that range. The column density was expected to be representative of the stack geometry, as was found with the 2008 dataset. As described in the theory section above, column density is related to pathlength as \( q_i = \xi_i l \), where \( \xi_i \) represents particulate concentration and \( l \) is pathlength through the plume. Column density should then appear to uniformly
Figure 8. Top: Peak normalized $SO_2$ column density ($q_i$) fit values across stack exit (Row 15, Columns 14:50). The solid, smooth curve represents the expected plot as column density drops under the influence of a reduction in plume pathlength. Bottom: Fitted temperature values across the same stack region.

drop with movement off the central axis, and the peak value would ideally reside at the center column, as represented by the smooth expected curve included in the figure. The smooth curve represents the variation in column density expected if the plume shared the cylindrical geometry of the stack; it is normalized by the imagery estimated plume pathlength (approximately 422 cm) at column 32. The fitted results indicate an obvious shift to the left of the plume center, with the peak instead near column 27. Left of that point there appears to be curvature which is more suggestive of stack geometry, but right of the peak the values drop significantly. This seems to indicate column density is being influenced by the wind at the stack. These wind effects coincide with those seen in the analysis of stack flow velocity below and likely contributed to the systematic error in the fit results. Due to their stack edge locations on either side of the plume, columns 14 and 50 had a negative effect on results, therefore only columns 15 to 49 were used to determine volume mixing fractions. The
Table 1. Comparison of estimated volume mixing fractions ($\xi_i = \varphi_i/l$) with in situ measurements. Only CO$_2$, SO$_2$, and NO$_x$ (NO + NO$_2$) were monitored and reported. In situ plume transmittance is not listed in this table. It was provided indirectly via the opacity data measured in the visible, and may not correspond to the MWIR estimated transmittance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter (units)</th>
<th>$\xi_i$</th>
<th>in situ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>units</td>
<td>value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_2$</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>9.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$O</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>7.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_2$</td>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>349.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>162.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_x$ = NO + NO$_2$</td>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCl</td>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>62.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>34.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_P$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

bottom of Figure 8 is the fitted temperature plot in the same region. Temperature appeared uniform across the stack in the 2008 data, but here it varies throughout and is obviously lower toward the edges. The mean temperature is 391 K with a standard deviation of 2.5 K. The remaining particulates were fitted across row 15 and results were similar in each case; however, it was still possible to extract reasonable concentration values.

With a column density at each column along row 15 and a knowledge of plume pathlength at each point, it was possible to extract concentrations, $\xi_i = \varphi_i/l$. The value for $l$ at each pixel can be taken from the smooth curve in Figure 8, which is normalized to the pathlength through center plume. Table 1 contains a summary of final fit results. Estimated values are within reasonable agreement, but error is consistently higher than desired. The spectral error is the standard deviation found when averaging each effluent across plume pixels in Row 15 and may be large due to wind effects of the type seen in Figure 8. The standard deviation is at or above 15% of the final spectral estimate in most cases. CO$_2$ and SO$_2$ values are in reasonable agreement with reported values, but the large estimate of NO in relation to the
smaller reported $NO_2$ is not understood. $NO$ values in the 2008 experiment were below the total reported $NO_x$ values, as would be expected. *In situ* error is actually the standard deviation stemming from the averaging of the values reported throughout the observation period. The combination of temperature fluctuations, odd geometric variation in $q_i$ with plume location, and structured residuals seem to indicate some true systematic errors with the spectral analysis. These may be caused by a combination of wind and sharp look angle relative to wind direction. Considering the model dependence on the assumed homogeneity of the plume in any particular pixel location, a strong wind which may be causing additional mixing of effluents could result in systematic error of the type found here. An improved model of the plume geometry in a crosswind which includes thermal and concentration gradients along the LOS could potentially reduce these systematic errors [25, 23].

**Velocity.**

Equation 5 in the theory section above characterizes the method to determine the velocity in the flow field. The number of pixels over which a feature was tracked ($P$) and the computed distance per pixel ($D$) provide the spatial data to estimate plume velocity, while the temporal data is provided by the camera’s frame rate ($Fr$) and number of OPD (frames) the feature shifted between pixels ($O$). While $O$ and $P$ were determined through analysis of the flow field, $D$ and $Fr$ could be calculated from available data. As described in the experimental section, each pixel has a FOV of 0.326 mrad. At 350 m, the $64 \times 128$ pixel subset translates to a $0.114 \times 0.114 m^2$ area per pixel at the top of the stack. Therefore, the single pixel distance traveled by a brightness feature in only the Y direction was taken as $D = 0.114 m$. The average camera frame rate of 5.26 kHz was used in the velocity calculation as a value for $Fr$.

As mentioned in the theory section above, the center region of the plume flow
Figure 9. (Top Left): Mean brightness image averaged over all 185 datacubes in arbitrary units. The black line denotes the center of the stack (Column 32). (Top Right): The mean coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean) over all cubes. This image led to an additional windowing of the flow velocity estimation region to rows 17 through 63 as indicated by the adjusted black line. Regions below \(0.0014 (3 \times \text{Background})\) were used to mask the images in the bottom row. (Bottom Left): Map of the mean correlation coefficients resulting from the feature tracking method. All pixels used to determine OPD shift for velocity estimation were highly correlated. (Bottom Right) Final map of average estimated plume flow velocity in the Y (upward) direction.

would be analyzed for velocity estimation. For reasons explained below, each pixel would be correlated to the one directly above, which sets \(P\) equal to one. As seen in Figure 9, column 32 (denoted by the bold black line in all four subfigures) is a reasonable estimation of stack center. All images are the result of averaging the total set of imagery over all frames from each of the 185 data cubes; approximately 6 million images were used to generate any single, mean image. The image at top left is the mean IR image of the stack and plume. The effects of the wind from right to left are evident but not pronounced, and the stack can easily be discerned.
in this image, making center estimation fairly simple. The image at top right is the average coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean). This image reveals a lack of variation with regard to the mean in the region above stack exit. However, the proposed brightness feature tracking method is dependent on fluctuations in the plume, and it was unclear whether this region would provide an accurate picture of flow behavior when analyzed using such a method. Therefore, average background values were calculated from column 110 (not shown, but well outside the influence of the plume), and in order to emphasize the regions of greatest deviation, the pixels below 0.0014 (three times the background value) were used to create a mask for the images in the bottom row of Figure 9. This resulted in beginning the velocity estimation at row 17, as is indicated by the adjusted black line in this and the remaining images. The image at left on the bottom row is a map of the average correlation coefficients which were calculated using the feature tracking method described in Figures 4 and 5 found in the theory section above. It should be noted initial analysis included correlation with multiple pixels in the rows above a given pixel at center stack, and the greatest correlation was typically not directly above. A leftward shift was generally evident, angling the line of greatest correlation to the leeward side. Future work should address improving the slight off-vertical flow direction estimation when strong crosswinds are present. The current model is best suited for correlation directly above, and it was decided this would be suitably indicative of the upward velocity while still demonstrating the validity of the method. The OPD (temporal) axis of each pixel in the $64 \times 128$ array was therefore correlated to the one directly above. Despite the actual leftward diagonalization of the maximum correlation just described, the pixels correlated to those directly above as seen here are highly correlated throughout the plume itself (coefficients of 0.95 or greater) and are especially high in the region chosen for analysis. The corresponding
OPD shifts calculated from these correlations were used to calculate velocities using Equation 5. The final image in Figure 9 maps those calculated velocities throughout the plume flow field. These velocities are a result of correlating each pixel to the one directly above, therefore it is only indicative of the flow in the Y (upward) direction. The specific velocities from the analysis region are plotted in Figure 10.

![Figure 10. Plot of the average vertical velocities per pixel from the final region used for flow field velocity analysis: column 32, rows 17:63. The error bars are derived from the standard deviation over the 185 datacubes averaged at each pixel in the column. The mean velocity in this region (green line) was found to be 7.75 ± 0.6 m/s, where the error is derived from the standard deviation along that column.](image)

There is a slow decrease in velocity with an increase in distance from the stack along the plume’s central axis in Figure 10. These results are in reasonable agreement with the velocity profiles found in studies of jets and plumes. Andreopoulos and Rodi reported on a temperature controlled jet issuing from a circular wall outlet into a cross-stream flowing parallel to the wall. Remaining on central axis above exit, vertical velocity tended to drop as distance from the source increased [4]. In his review of turbulent jets and plumes, List also found axis velocities of round heated plumes (not in a crossflow) to begin an on-axis drop in magnitude with distance from flow exit [23, 12]. This lends some validity to the temporal cross-correlation
method chosen here, although additional analysis of plumes in a controlled laboratory environment would assist in maturing the model. The ability to locally measure rates throughout the flow in an applied, controlled crossflow would perhaps allow a better understanding of the diagonalized maximum correlation and it could be reliably incorporated as an exact mapping of the velocity in both the X and Y dimensions.

The final mean value of Figure 10 was found to be $7.75 \pm 0.6 \text{ m/s}$, where the uncertainty is determined by the standard deviation from the mean along that column. This velocity is used to calculate the plume’s volumetric flow rate, which is combined with the spectral concentrations for total effluent mass flow rates. Each datacube produced a velocity at each pixel, the error bars in Figure 10 represent the standard deviation of the averaged velocities over the 185 datacubes. As described above, the wind had an influence on the vertical velocity and caused fluctuations which likely contributed to systematic error. It is possible some of the systematic error could be removed by fully developing a more robust model as described above. This would allow for analysis of the velocity in the natural direction of the flow and vertical stack velocity could be determined through vector subtraction of the wind component. Finally, the turbulent behavior of a thermal plume in this region no doubt has a number of effects on the flow and velocity in any one direction as well [5, 8, 19, 33]. The primary purpose of this study is to determine the validity of the proposed brightness feature tracking method. Further analysis of the rows plotted in Figure 10 for fluid dynamic effects was therefore deemed beyond the scope of this work. However, the imagery suggests further analysis is certainly possible and lends weight to the potential of interrogating thermal turbulent plumes using IFTS in future work. MCC techniques in particular may be ideal for analysis of turbulence and movement throughout the entire plume [3, 17, 16, 27, 30].
Table 2. Comparison between estimated and reported total effluent mass flow rates in kilograms or grams per second.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>units</th>
<th>2010 $\bar{M}$</th>
<th>error</th>
<th>2010 in situ</th>
<th>error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$CO_2$</td>
<td>kg/s</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2O$</td>
<td>kg/s</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SO_2$</td>
<td>g/s</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$NO$</td>
<td>g/s</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$NO_x$</td>
<td>g/s</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$HCl$</td>
<td>g/s</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CO$</td>
<td>g/s</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total mass flow rates.

As detailed in the theory section above, the volumetric flow rate in Equation 18 is determined by combining flow velocity and smokestack cross-sectional area. Examination of the flow field near the stack exit in Figure 9 reveals an inner diameter which approximately spans columns 14 to 50, leading to an estimated $37 \pm 0.5$ pixels. Using the translational pixel size of $0.114 \text{m}^2$, this leads to an exit diameter of $37 \pm 0.5 \text{pix} \times 0.114 \text{m/pix} = 4.22 \pm 0.6 \text{m}$, and a cross-sectional area of $14.0 \pm 2.8 \text{m}^2$, which is in excellent agreement with the in situ value of $14.1 \text{m}^2$. The final estimated volumetric flow rate based on these values is $Q = 7.75 \pm 0.6 \text{m/s} \times 14.0 \pm 2.8 \text{m}^2 = 106 \pm 23 \text{m}^3/\text{s}$. This is in excellent agreement with the in situ value of $Q = 102 \pm 0.4 \text{m}^3/\text{s}$, where the uncertainty is the standard deviation of the reported values recorded during data capture. The uncertainty in the volumetric flow is almost entirely due to the uncertainty in estimating the number of pixels spanning the inner stack exit. The estimated volumetric flow rate was combined with the concentration values from Table 1 to determine total effluent mass flow rates found in Table 2. The estimation results in Table 2 are in reasonable agreement with the reported values, and the large uncertainty values from both the concentration estimates and volumetric flow rates obviously effected final error. $CO_2$ and $SO_2$ estimates are within 16% and
5% respectively, while \(NO\) is 44% above the combined \(NO_x\) reported value. This is a propagation of the unexplained higher concentrations of \(NO\) obtained from the spectrum.

**Conclusion**

With the advent of IFTS, the already mature capabilities of the passive optical remote sensing field have been greatly enhanced. The ability to access the DC level imagery at each pixel provides a spatial understanding of the target which proves extremely beneficial. Initially, the work done by Gross *et al.* showed the impact this imagery can have on concentration estimation. In that work, using only the Telops Hyper-Cam, fractional column densities were estimated using a single-layer radiative transfer model. The imaging capabilities of the camera made it possible to orient and perform analysis in the ideal region above stack exit, and it was possible to extract effluent volume mixing fractions from the column densities [9]. The success of that effort led to an understanding of the potential unlocked by leveraging the time resolved DC level imagery. The scope of this work was to extend the exploitation of the imagery and merge flow field analysis with the already successful concentration estimation technique to determine a final effluent mass flow rate. A method of tracking brightness features across pixels through a measured number of frames using temporal cross-correlation was employed to determine a velocity. Imagery provided an estimation of stack exit diameter, and the two were merged to provide a volumetric flow rate of \(106\pm23 m^3/s\) which agreed favorably with the *in situ* value of \(102\pm0.4 m^3/s\). Although the previously established simple model adopted to estimate concentration values met with some complications and large systematic error, the final mass flow rates were in reasonable agreement with reported values. A manageable method to estimate volumetric plume flow rates to complement the proven simple method
for estimating effluent concentrations has been established. With both pieces of the
equation separately demonstrated, it is reasonable to assert the feasibility of IFTS in
estimating total effluent mass flow rates from a single data set. Improvements could
be made to allow robust analysis of both concentrations and velocity while reducing
some of the systematic error found in this work. While it is probably best to keep the
standoff distance at or below 350 m to ensure an individual pixel FOV near 10 cm$^2$
for reasonable spatial resolution, camera settings could be geared more for concen-
tration estimation while still allowing flow analysis. The spectral resolution could be
increased to the 0.25 cm$^{-1}$ used in the initial concentration estimation effort, and a
kHz framerate would still be available. Ideal wind conditions have not been estab-
lished, but the 6.0 m/s wind present during data capture was likely a factor with the
error. While wind obviously cannot be controlled, the short time window necessary
to capture sufficient data using the Telops should allow future data capture during
periods of little to no wind a possibility. Applying the temporal cross-correlation
method to only the central column of the plume did allow a reasonable estimation of
vertical velocity; however, further development of the model to estimate the flow in
two dimensions is likely the best approach.

Just as the initial work estimating concentrations with the IFTS led to the notion
of extending the analysis to volumetric and mass flow rates, this work has opened
the door to the possibility of examining the turbulent nature of thermal plumes.
Spatial maps of the type found in Figure 9 are indicative of the type of turbulence
visualization which can be achieved using this tool. Imagery processing methods
such as optical flow and particularly MCC could extract a great deal of information
about two-dimensional flow and turbulent behavior near stack exit. Future work
could look to improve the volumetric flow estimation and possibly incorporate an
understanding of buoyancy and plume rise, allowing a single deployment of the Telops
to generate effluent mass flow rates as well as an understanding of their dispersion into
the atmosphere. Passive remote sensing has long been a viable method for monitoring
of chemical plumes, but the onset of IFTS has established a capability to allow a single
device to estimate total effluent mass flow rates. The ability to verify these reported
rates from a single remote location in a two hour setup-to-teardown session can prove
invaluable to environmental monitoring agencies.
Appendix A. Extended velocity discussion

The purpose of this section is to add additional insight and clarity to the velocity and flow analysis performed in Chapter III. Reasons for windowing the velocity analysis in column 32 were based on the coefficient of variation. As the method for velocity estimation was based on movement of brightness features, it was necessary to examine regions which had legitimate variations in brightness. However, the plot of the estimated velocity to include the masked pixels is interesting and warrants some discussion.

Figure 11 is a complete estimated velocity profile of column 32 from stack exit to the final row in the FOV. As mentioned in the results, the decrease in velocity is in agreement with the results of Andreopoulos and Rodi in their investigation of jets in a crossflow, however, the extremely high values near stack exit were not seen in their work and do not seem physically likely [4]. Chen and Rodi’s study of thermal round plumes was more indicative of the behavior beyond row 17, but again the extremely
high exit velocity at stack exit and immediate drop were not seen. Exit velocity was actually sustained initially before beginning a slow decay [12, 23]. These extremely large velocities are more likely indicative of a failure in the brightness feature tracking method to accurately estimate OPD shift in regions of sustained brightness. This further validates the decision to window the first 5 rows from velocity analysis based on variation effects. Sustained brightness as seen near stack exit in the top left image of Figure 9 would wash out the temporal shift required for accurate cross-correlation. This would lead to a minor shift in OPD to maximize correlation; a smaller OPD shift results in a higher velocity, as the two are inversely related.

Figure 12 is a plot of the velocity across row 17, from columns 15 to 49. This is just within the inner stack diameter and at the start of the region chosen for analysis in column 32. In a plume exhausting into still air the velocity profile would be expected to drop in a manner similar to the inset profile displayed in Figure 12. Andreopoulos and Rodi showed the impact a crossflow can have on the windward and leeward side
of a crossflow, and the results in row 17 are similar to those put forth in the study. On the leeward side (left of column 32) velocity is expected to be higher, while the windward side may be influenced by a downwash caused by the crosswind [4]. Due to the differences in experimental setup these results cannot be considered conclusive, but they are indicative of the brightness feature tracking method tracking actual flow velocities in this region. Both the primary and inset velocity profiles in Figure 12 corroborate the decision to maintain velocity analysis at the plume’s central axis.
Appendix B. Additional Calculations

The equations and values used in calculating both the Reynolds number and Morton length are given in this appendix.

Reynolds number

The Reynolds number is a fundamental dimensionless number which is related to the turbulence of given flow conditions. It is a relationship between inertial and viscous forces defined as

$$Re = \frac{V \times D}{\nu},$$

(7)

where $V$ is the velocity of the fluid, $D$ is the diameter of the stack, and $\nu$ is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid [7]. For this calculation the reported flow velocity of $7.23 \text{ m/s}$ and known stack diameter of $4.23 \text{ m}$ are used. The kinematic viscosity used is that of air at $400^\circ\text{K}$ taken to be $25.90 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}$ [2]. These values give a final Reynolds number of $1.2 \times 10^6$.

Morton length

Morton length is a relationship between the momentum and buoyancy fluxes which characterizes the regions of jet-like and plume-like flow:

$$l_m = \frac{M^{3/2}}{B^{1/2}},$$

(8)

where $M$ is the momentum flux and $B$ is the buoyancy flux. The momentum flux is defined by $M = A \times V^2$, where $A$ is taken as the diameter of the stack and $V$ is again the reported flow velocity. The buoyancy flux is defined by $B = g \Delta \rho Q$, where $g$ is gravitational acceleration, $\Delta \rho$ is the difference between fluid and ambient pressure, $\rho$ is the density of the ambient air, and $Q$ is the stack volumetric flow rate of
102 m³/s [13]. For this work, the density relationship was described by the temperature
difference between plume and air: \( \frac{\Delta \rho}{\rho} = \frac{T_{air}}{\Delta T} \), where \( T_{air} \) was taken to be 300°K and
\( \Delta T \) to be 100°K. This resulted in final values of \( M = 735 \text{ m}^4/\text{s}^2 \), \( B = 2999 \text{ m}^4/\text{s}^3 \), and
\( l_m = 2.6 \text{ m} \).
Appendix C. Applicable MATLAB Code

This appendix is intended to present and explain code specific to the brightness feature tracking method. Each set is individually summarized, and any necessary comments in the code are made where necessary for clarification using standard MATLAB (%) comments.

Correlation of pixels

Each pixel in the $64 \times 128$ array is correlated with the one above. This correlation is accomplished over the third dimension of the datacube which corresponds to the temporal (OPD) axis. The function pixel_comparisonup.m was created to handle the correlation; it requires a datacube which has already received a low pass filter. The function returns 2 separate $63 \times 128$ matrices: one a map of the OPD shift which supplies the maximum correlation (pixcorr) and the other a map of the corresponding correlation coefficients (pixcoeff).

```
function [pixcorr, pixcoeff] = pixel_comparisonup(Data)
% The initial 150 OPD are cropped from the data; the imagery in that region consistently contained artifacts and were not indicative of true data
    Plume = Data(:,:,150:end);
    [row column frame] = size(Plume);
    % The data is then scaled along the OPD axis using the zscore function. As described in the results section, this scaling is necessary to accomplish cross-correlation
    z = zeros(row, column, frame);
    for ii=1:row for jj=1:column
        tmp = zscore(squeeze(Plume(ii,jj,:)),[],1);
        z(ii,jj,:) = tmp;
    end
    % “z” is the scaled matrix to be passed into the cross-correlation loop
```
end
end

% Create cross-correlation matrices
% “maxcorr” prevents MATLAB from attempting to find an OPD shift greater

maxcorr = 2000;
[row column frame] = size(z);
pixcorr = zeros(row-1,column);
pixcoeff = zeros(row-1,column);
for ii = 1:row-1
    for jj = 1:column
        tmp = xcorr(z(ii,jj,:),z(ii+1,jj,:),maxcorr,’coeff’);
        % Final correlation value is corrected to report exact OPD shift
        [pixcoeff(ii,jj) pixcorr(ii,jj)] = max(tmp); pixcorr(ii,jj) = 2000 - pixcorr(ii,jj) + 1;
    end
end

% end of pixel_comparisonup.m

The pixel_comparisonup.m function is used to generate a pixcorr and pixcoeff matrix
for each of the 185 datacubes. These are combined to create two final matrices which
are 63 × 128 × 185 and averaged to get a mean velocity.

% Get the average OPD shift at each pixel over all 185 cubes
corrave(:, :) = nanmean(pixcorr, 3);
% Get the accompanying average correlation coefficients
coeffave(:, :) = nanmean(pixcoeff, 3);
% Define the previously computed average frame rate

Fr = 5260;

% Convert the OPD shift matrix to a velocity matrix using pixel size and frame rate as defined in Equation 5; this creates an average velocity value at each pixel in m/s

velave = (.114*Fr) ./ corrave;

The average velocity values in Column 32, Rows 17:63 of matrix velave were used to generate Figure 10 and to establish the mean velocity used for volumetric flow rate calculation.
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Remote Quantification of Smokestack Total Effluent Mass Flow Rates Using Imaging Fourier-Transform Spectroscopy

A Telops Hyper-Cam midwave infrared (1.5 – 5.5 μm) imaging Fourier-transform spectrometer (IFTS) was used to estimate industrial smokestack total effluent mass flow rates by combining spectrally-determined species concentrations with flow rates estimated via analysis of sequential images in the raw interferogram cube. Strong emissions from H₂O, CO₂, CO, SO₂, and NO were observed in the spectrum. A previously established plume radiative transfer model was used to estimate gas concentrations, and a simple temporal cross-correlation analysis of sequential imagery enabled an estimation of the flow velocity. Final effluent mass flow rates for CO₂ and SO₂ of 13.5 ± 3.78 kg/s and 71.3 ± 19.3 g/s were in good agreement with in situ rates of 11.6 ± 0.07 kg/s and 67.8 ± 0.52 g/s. NO was estimated at 16.1 ± 4.19 g/s, which did not compare well to the total NOₓ (NO + NO₂) reported value of 11.2 ± 0.16 g/s. Unmonitored H₂O, HCl, and CO were also estimated at 7.76 ± 2.25 kg/s, 7.40 ± 2.00 g/s, and 15.0 ± 4.05 g/s respectively.

Unmonitored H₂O, HCl, and CO were also estimated at 7.76 ± 2.25 kg/s, 7.40 ± 2.00 g/s, and 15.0 ± 4.05 g/s respectively.
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